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Digvijaya moves SC over Vyapam
MYSTERY DEATHS Senior Cong leader
asks for a CBI probe as two persons linked to
the scam were found dead over the weekend

Centre may take
decision on land
bill after Bihar
assembly polls
Press Trust of India
■

HT Correspondents
■

letters@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI/BHOPAL: Congress leader

Digvijaya Singh approached the
Supreme Court on Tuesday for
a CBI probe into a multi-layered
exam scam in Madhya Pradesh
as well as a string of mysterious
deaths of witnesses, whistleblowers and accused in the case
that has rattled the BJP-led state
government.
The move followed two more
deaths at the weekend of people
linked to the Vyapam scam that
saw candidates bribe officials, rig
examinations by deploying imposters to write test papers and supply forged answer sheets during a
recruitment process conducted by
the state-run board between 2012
and 2013. More than 2,000 arrests
have been made so far.
Singh said a Special Task
Force (STF) of state police
that was investigating the case
expressed its “helplessness” in
the matter given its magnitude
and the alleged involvement of
top officials from the civil services, police and judiciary as well

as BJP and RSS leaders.
“This is the biggest scam
ever and some powerful people
are involved in it. I believe the
Supreme Court should look into
the matter,” Singh said after filing
his petition, demanding a courtmonitored CBI probe.
The Opposition has painted a
picture of possible conspiracy to
silence key players in the case as
the death toll reached 25 last week,
but an investigation by Hindustan
Times showed a dozen other people
connected to the case, who are not
mentioned in STF documents, died
under suspicious circumstances.
“The chief minister of Madhya
Pradesh has himself admitted that
1,000 fake admissions have taken
place. Despite this, no action has
been taken,” Singh said.
Apart from the Congress leader,
three others have sought the top
court’s intervention in the matter:
Anand Rai, a doctor who exposed
illegal clinical trials in Indore,
Prashant Pandey, the whistleblower in the case and Ashish
Chauturvedi, an RTI activist.
All three received death
threats, but the Madhya Pradesh

■

Congress workers burn an effigy of CM Shivraj Chouhan in Bhopal against Vyapam scam.

high court rejected their plea for
security cover, said an advocate
involved in drafting the petition.
Local authorities on Tuesday
asked the STF to look into the
mysteriously rising body count
in the case a day after the state government ruled out a CBI probe,
saying all the deaths were from
natural causes.
“There is no need for any
inquiry. These are natural deaths.

Some died of heart attacks. Some
died of other ailments. Only a doctor can establish the reason,” state
home minister Babulal Gaur told
HT on Monday.
The high court is monitoring
the STF’s investigation directly
through a Special Investigation
Team (SIT) after a pitched
Opposition campaign against
the state government for allegedly
going slow in the inquest.
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Justice Chandresh Bhushan,
who heads the SIT, said if any
police lapse was found while probing the “unnatural”, the case could
be reopened after taking the high
court’s permission.
“We have submitted a list of 23
accused who died and two days ago
two more accused passed away. We
will inform the high court in next
report about these two deaths,”
Bhushan told HT.

Polluted units in Ganga CM’s aide forgets visa, delays flight
basin upload data online
Soubhik Mitra
■

NEW DELHI: For the first time, the
Central Pollution Control Board
(CPCB) has received online pollution data from half of the industrial units in the Ganga river basin.
Terming it as a “big leap” in pollution management, environment
minister Prakash Javadekar said
920 critically polluted units have
installed online real-time monitoring devices at their effluent and
emission discharge points in compliance with the CPCB directives.
The CPCB in 2014 had asked the
industrial units in distillery, tex-

tile, tannery and others sectors to
install 24/7 pollution monitoring
system and achieve Zero Liquid
Discharge (ZLD).
“Last year we mandated
installation of 24/7 monitoring
system in the 17 industrial sectors across 2,800 industries. Out
of that 920 units have installed
24/7 monitoring devices. We
have started receiving real-time
data on compliance on effluents
and emissions. This is a major
reform,” Javadekar told reporters on Tuesday.
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MUMBAI: Around 250 passengers

bound for Newark were held
up at the Mumbai airport on
Monday, after the airline staff
found that Maharashtra chief
minister Devendra Fadnavis’s
principal secretary, who was
part of a delegation to the US,
could not produce a valid visa.
Air India’s flight AI 191 left
about an hour behind schedule
after Pravin Pardeshi produced
an old passport booklet with a
valid visa, officials said.

Airline sources said the official asked a relative to fetch the
old passport booklet as airline
staff waited. Air India, however,
maintained that the flight was
delayed due to some technical
issues.
A statement issued by the airline said: “The flight, AI 191 of
29th June 2015, was delayed by
a total of 57 minutes. The delay
was partly due to technical/
operational reasons, and also
the ATC.”
But an internal email issued
by the AI commercial department, which was accessed by

HT, said at the time of check-in,
Pardeshi realised that his new
passport booklet did not have
the US visa and he had forgotten
the old passport booklet at home.
It also stated that when the
CM was appraised about the
situation, he refused to travel
without his delegation.
At 9pm, CM Fadnavis tweeted:
“The allegations that I forced to
delay the New York flight are
false and misleading. I totally
deny it.”
The national carrier has often
held up passengers for politicians and senior bureaucrats.

sider decision on the contentious
land bill only after Bihar elections, scheduled to be in held in
September, even as a parliamentary panel looking into the issue
has sought an extension of one
week to give its recommendations.
While unanimity eludes the
Joint Committee of Parliament
examining the bill, government
is also facing a mounting attack
from the Opposition on Lalitgate
and other issues and as such there
is little possibility that it would
like to open another front against
the Opposition in the short monsoon session. If the bill is not
brought in this session, the next
winter session will take place
only after the conclusion of Bihar
assembly elections.
The buzz in Congress circles is
that the government has no other
option than to call a joint session
of Parliament to pass the bill in its
original form as the numbers are
stacked against it in Rajya Sabha,
where it along with SP, BSP, NCP
and JD(U) are totally opposed to
the bill.
The 30-member Joint
Committee has 11 BJP MPs. They
need five more to clear the bill
with a majority. The parliamentary panel examining the contentious land acquisition bill is learnt
to have favoured seeking a week’s
extension to complete its task.
The chairman of the Joint
Committee of Parliament S S
Ahluwalia is likely to write to
Speaker Sumitra Mahajan to
move a motion seeking extension
to finish the task.

THE 30-MEMBER JOINT
COMMITTEE HAS 11 BJP
MPS. THEY NEED FIVE
MORE TO CLEAR THE
BILL WITH A MAJORITY
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A large number of devotees come from India and abroad to take part
AP FILE
in the annual Rath Yatra festival in Puri.

Campaign on use
of toilets during
religious festivals
Brajesh Kumar
■

Brajesh.kumar@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI: Sanitation being one

of the top priorities of Prime
Minister Narendra Modi, the
Centre plans to use huge congregation of people during religious
festivals as a platform for launching massive awareness campaign
on use of toilets.
Puri Rath Yatra later this
month will be the first festival
when the campaign will be
launched followed by other festivals including Durga Puja later
this year.
“Since during the rath yatra
devotees come in large numbers
from both rural and urban areas,
it is a very good opportunity for
launching an aggressive awareness campaign to educate people
about safe handling and quality of
drinking water and also hazards
of adopting open defecation and
benefits of building and using toilets in their villages and home,”
said a letter from ministry of
drinking water and sanitation
to Odisha government.
The ministry in its communiqué asked the Odisha government
to “use this platform” to launch
awareness campaign in Puri district especially in the rath yatra
route by undertaking activities

›

SINCE DURING
THE RATH YATRA
DEVOTEES COME IN LARGE
NUMBERS, IT IS A VERY
GOOD OPPORTUNITY FOR
LAUNCHING A CAMPAIGN
ON BENEFITS OF BUILDING
AND USING TOILETS IN
VILLAGES AND HOMES
LETTER, ministry of drinking water
and sanitation

like nukkad natak, quiz competition and exhibitions.
Sources in the government said
such aggressive public outreach
will be taken up during other
festivals including Durga Puja.
The idea of this campaign is
to reach out to as many people as
possible in a very cost-effective
manner, a government official
said.
Swachh Bharat campaign has
been one of the priorities of the
NDA government with PM Modi
declaring 2019 as the year when
every household in the country
will have access to toilet and India
will become open defecation free.

ALL INDIA INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL SCIENCES
ANSARI NAGAR, NEW DELHI – 110608

ENGINEERING SERVICE DEPARTMENT
(Press Notice No. 05/2015-16)
Online tenders on behalf of The Director, AIIMS are invited from eligible bidders registered
with CPWD (Unless specialized otherwise below) as per details given below: Name of work:
(1) NIT No. 20 /EE(C)-I/2015-16 “Construction of shed at the terrace of EHS area RKAK OPD at
AIlMS. (2) NIT No. 32/EE(C)-I/2015-16 “S/R to New private wards (SH: External painting of
balance area) at AIIMS. (3) NIT No. 31/EE(C)-I/2015-16” S/R to JPNATC (SH: Providing and laying
PVC pipe wastewater line from Dustbin to STP for Bio Medical waste at Trauma centre) at AIIMS.
(4) NIT No. 38/EE(C)-II/2015-16 “Cleaning and recharge of Harvesting Pits at various locations in
Hospital and Eastern Campus at AIIMS. (5) NIT No. 33/EE(C)-II/2015-16 “Renovation of Qtr No.
D-II/46. In E. Campus resdl. Qtrs, at Ansari Nagar, AIIMS. (6) NIT No. 34/EE(C)-II/2015-16
“Construction of Toe wall, Kerb stone, colour Pavers Grass Pavers & Drainage system both side
of metro tunnel in Western Campus at AIIMS. (7) NIT No. 35/EE(C)-II/2015-16 “S/R 50 Nos flats
at AGV Complex (SH: Covering of balcony with IRC fabric at balcony flat No. 441, 425, 440, 406,
403, 401, 407, 410, 411, 414, 415, 418, 419, 424, 426, 431, 434, 435, 438, 439, 442, 443, in AGV
complex) at AllMS. (8) NIT No. 36/EE(C)-II/2015-16 “Renovation of Qtr No CII/8 & 10 in E.
Campus resdl. Qtrs. at Ansari Nagar, AIIMS. (9) NIT No. 37/EE(C)-II/2015-16 “Renovation of Qtr.
No. CI/10 in E. Campus resdl. Qtrs. at Ansari Nagar, AIIMS. (10) NIT No. 39/EE(C)-II/2015-16
“Renovation of vacated and occupied F type Quarters on day to day basis (10 Nos.) in Western
Campus of AllMS (11) NIT No. 40/EE(C)-II/2015-16 “A/R & M/O Dr. R. P. Centre (SH:-Annual
operation and maintenance of two nos. R.O. Plants of 800 Lts per hour capacity installed at terrace
of Dr. R. P. Centre) at AIIMS. (12) NIT No. 41/EE(C)-II/2015-16 “Pdg. & fixing Exterior Grade tiles
in CII-type qtrs. in E. campus at AIIMS. (13) NIT No. 43/EE(C)-II/2015-16 “Renovation of Canteen
at NDDTC Ghaziabad of AllMS. (14) NIT No. 42/EE(C)-II/2015-16 “Conversion of the foyer area
into Doctor’s lounge and wood work in lab at NDDT Ghaziabad of AllMS. (15) NIT No. 45/EE(C)II/2015-16 “S/R resdl Campus at A.V. Nagar (North) (SH: P/F wooden cupboard and covering of
loft in type Ill qtrs) at AllMS (30 qtrs) (16) NIT No. 46/EE(C)-II/2015-16 “S/R to Gents hostel (SH:
External finishing of Gents Hostel) at AIIMS. (17) NIT No. 47/EE(C)-II/2015-16 “S/R to Gents
Hostel (SH: Replacement of damaged door and window in Gents Hostel (30 Nos, window, 100
Nos. doors) at AIIMS. (18) NIT No. 19-A/EE(C)-II/2015-16 “S/R to External Services (SH: Cleaning
of main sewer line in Hospital and Residential East and West Campus) at AIIMS. (19) NIT No. 5/EE
AC & R/2015-16 “All in comprehensive Operation and maintenance of 200 TRX 4 Nos. Screw type
water chilling Machine (TRANE Make) for Jai Prakash Narayan Apex Trauma Centre, AIIMS, New
Delhi. (20) NIT No. 12/EE AC & R/2015-16 “All Comprehensive Maintenance and day to day
functioning of the Air-Cooled chiller unit and associated system of new radio therapy Building OPD
area at AIIMS, New Delhi. (21) NIT No. 51/EE(E)/15-16 Developing the Tissue Bank in place of
ESD service centre in basement of Dr. BRAIRCH at AIIMS (SH: Electrical works) (22) NIT No.
52/EE(E)/15-16 Replacement of cubical panel of 250 KVA and P/F of 400 KVA DG set installed in
PC & Teaching DG Room at AIIMS. (23) NIT No. 53/EE(E)/15-16 Renovation of Qtrs, in Eastern
Campus, AlIMS (SH: A/A & Rewiring of flat CII/8 & CII/10) (24) NIT No. 43/EE(E)/15-16(Recall)
Spl. Repair of DG set in CN Tower at AIIMS(SH: Running operation of DG set) (25) NIT No.
45/EE(E)/15-16(Recall) M/O. DG sets in PC & Teaching Block and main Hosp. at AIIMS (SH:
Running operation in DG set in main Hospital for 12 months) (26) NIT No. 70/EE(E)/14-15 (Recall)
SlTC of automatic washer-cum hydro extractor of New laundry at AIIMS. (27) NIT No. 21/EE(E)/1516 (Recall) Running & operation of HT/LT substation in CDER at AIIMS. (28) NIT No. 58/EE(E)/1516 “Replacement of Old and deteriorated sub main cable and MCB Box panels of all qtrs. and
outgoing of 82.5 KVA DG set of FTA Building at A. V. Nagar, N. Delhi
Estimated Cost (Rs.): (1) 7,60,202/- (2) 11,16,528/- (3) 5,51,162/- (4) 5,23,597/- (5) 9,93,577/(6) 36,10,468/-(7) 17,77,021/- (8) 13,41,062/- (9) 13,11,396/- (10) 42,26,564/- (11) 5,28,000/- (12)
14,00,361/- (13) 6,66,806/- (14) 5,23,864/- (15) 14,36,534/- (16) 18,48,910/- (17) 7,96,725/- (18)
12,30,000/- (19) 92,47,356/- (20) 9,33,276/- (21) 5,99,310/- (22) 6,31,858/- (23) 5,73,274/- (24)
6,29,196/- (25) 20,98,750/- (26) 74,60,000/- (27) 8,14,056/- (28) 7,32,684/Earnest Money (Rs.): (1) 15,204/- (2) 22,331/- (3) 11,023/- (4) 10,472/- (5) 19,872/- (6) 72,209/(7) 35,540/- (8) 26.821/- (9) 26,228/- (10) 84,531/- (11) 10,560/- (12) 28,007/- (13) 13,336/- (14)
10,477/- (15) 28,731/- (16) 36,978/- (17) 15,935/- (18) 24,600/- (19) 1,84,947/- (20) 18,666/- (21)
11,986/- (22) 22,637/- (23) 11,465/- (24) 12,584/- (25) 41,975/- (26) 1,49,200/- (27) 16,281/(28) 14,654/Last date of online request of tender documents upto 3:00 PM: (1) 09.07.2015 (2) 09.07.2015
(3) 10.07.2015 (4) 10.07.2015 (5) 14.07.2015 (6) 14.07.2015 (7) 14.07.2015 (8) 13.07.2015 (9)
13.07.2015 (10) 13.07.2 15 (11) 13.07.2015 (12) 14.07.2015 (13) 16.07.2015 (14) 16.07.2015 (15)
16.07.2015 (16) 10.07.2015 (17) 10.07.2015 (18) 09.07.2015 (19) 10.07.2015 (20) 10.07.2015
(21) 09.07.2015 (22) 13.07.2015 (23) 13.07.2015 (24) 10.07.2015 (25) 13.07.2015 (26)
17.07.2015 (27) 14.07.2015 (28) 09.07.2015.
Last date & time of submission of scanned copies of EMD & other Documents alongwith
financial bid as per NIT conditions on website upto 3.00 PM on date of opening of
respective tenders.
Time & date of opening of tender at 3.30 PM: (1) 11.07.2015 (2) 11.07.2015 (3) 13.07.2015 (4)
13.07.2015 (5)16.07.2015 (6)16.07.2015 (7) 16.07.2015 (8) 15.07.2015 (9) 15.07.2015 (10)
15.07.2015(11) 15.07.2015 (12) 16.07.2015 (13) 18.07.2015 (14) 18.07.2015 (15) 18.07.2015
(16) 13.07.2015 (17) 13.07.2015 (18) 11.07.2015 (19) 15.07.2015 (20) 15.07.2015 (21)
10.07.2015 (22) 14.07.2015 (23) 14.07.2015 (24) 13.07.2015 (25) 14.07.2015 (26) 25.07.2015
(27) 15.07.2015 (28) 10.07.2015
Physically submission of EMD and other documents as per NIT shall submitted in the office
of concerned Executive Engineer by the lowest tenderer only within 7 days after opening
the price bid.
SpI. condition for S.No.19: Tender is open to manufacturer of TRANE Make chillers or their
authorized dealer in India. Tender is also open to the specialised firms who is associated with
TRANE OEM for the last 7 years. S.No. 20 : Tender is open for manufacturer (Blue Star Ltd.,)/
authorised dealers only. - .
Tender forms, eligibility criteria and other details can be obtained from the website. Respective
Bidders are advised regularly scan through tender website as corrigendum / amendments if any
will be notified on www.tenderwizard.com/AIIMS or www.aiims.ac.in and no separate
advertisement will not be made for this.
(Vinod Kr. Sharma)
davp 17112/11/0033/1516
[Executive Engineer AC & Ref.]

PGIMER,
CHANDIGARH
CORRIGENDUM
Ref: Open Tender Notice No. PI(EP)/15-16/02
published in the Newspapers dated 05.06.2015.
The Tender item is at Sr. No. 21 (Somato Sensory
evoked potential for intra-operative monitoring
during spinal surgery for APC Orthopedics OT) is
withdrawn due to some technical reasons.
All other details of above Tender Notice published
in various Newspapers will remain the same.
Prof. Incharge (EP)
5124-30

PGIMER,
CHANDIGARH
CORRIGENDUM
Ref: Open Tender Notice No. PI(EP)/15-16/02
published in the Newspapers dated
05.06.2015. Tender opening date for Sr. No.
07 (Contrast Media) is extended upto
09.07.2015.
All other details of above Tender Notice
published in various Newspapers will remain
the same.
Prof. Incharge (EP)
5113-19
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